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THE INTRINSIC THEORY OF THIN SHELLS AND PLATES*
PART I.—GENERAL THEORY

BY

WEI-ZANG CHIEN
Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Toronto

1. Introduction. The development of the theory of thin shells and plates by many
authors [l, 2, 3, 4] can be summarized under the following three main heads:

(1) All theories are based upon certain simplifying unproved assumptions. For
example: (a) the thickness remains unchanged during the deformation, (b) the middle
surface in the unstrained state deforms into the middle surface in the strained state,
(c) the normals of the unstrained middle surface deform into the normals of the
strained middle surface.

(2) All theories involve the use of displacement to describe the state of deforma-
tion. This plan works well in the theory of small deflection, but presents considerable
difficulty in the case of large deflection.

(3) The various approximations used in the theory of thin shells and plates are
confusing. If one attempts to give a complete picture of the theory, one must be able
to introduce a systematic method of approximation, which not only clears away the
confusion of various approximations, but also leads to a complete classification of all
thin shell and plate problems.

The purpose of this paper is to give a systematic treatment of the general problem
of the thin shell, which includes the problem of the thin plate as a special case. The
work is based on the usual equations of elasticity for a finite body, supposed to be
homogeneous and isotropic. The final equations of Part I are the three equations of
equilibrium, (6.34), (6.35), and the three equations of compatibility, (6.43), (6.44),
for the six unknowns, pap, qafl, which represent extension and change of curvature of
the middle surface. When these quantities are found, the strain and stress throughout
the shell or plate can be calculated. The displacement does not appear explicitly in
the argument. Since we deal rather with stress, strain and curvature (all tensors), the
tensor notation proves much more convenient than any other.

In Part II and III, we shall discuss the various approximate forms of the equations
arising from consideration of the thinness of the shell or plate and the smallness (or
vanishing) of its curvature. The strain is, of course, always supposed to be small. We
obtain a complete classification of all shell and plate problems. There are found to be
twelve types of plate problems, and thirty-five types of shell problems. To each type,
there corresponds a set of six equations which are simplifications of the equations
(6.34), (6.35), (6.43), (6.44) of Part I, with certain terms dropped on account of
smallness and the uncalculated residual terms omitted. The equations obtained in-
clude all the familiar equations in the field of small deflection and the few equations
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already known for large deflection. The new results for finite deflection may prove
particularly interesting.

The author is much indebted to Prof. J. L. Synge who not merely has directed this
work but has actively participated in it.

2. Reduction of force system to reference surface; macroscopic equations of
equilibrium. We shall start in this section by reviewing some main results in a previ-
ous paper [5].

All theories of thin shells and plates involve the use of a reference surface. Usually
the middle surface is taken without explicit distinction between the middle surface
in the unstrained state and the middle surface in the strained state. In the present
methodical treatment we shall use a general reference surface in the material in sec-
tions 2-5. In section 6 and later parts we shall use the surface in the strained state
formed by the particles of the middle surface in the unstrained state. To the order
of approximation used there, this is indistinguishable from the middle surface in the
strained state. (This is generally assumed to be the case; cf. E. Reissner [4].)

The following coordinate system will be used: x° at any point A inside the material
of the shell or plate is the perpendicular distance of A from the reference surface So,
and x" at A are the values of any Gaussian coordinates on So corresponding to the foot
of the perpendicular dropped from A. (Throughout the paper, Latin indices have the
range 0, 1, 2 and Greek indices the range 1,2; summation over either of these ranges
will be signified by the repetition of an index.) This may be called a normal space co-
ordinate system with respect to So-

Let us denote the line element in space by ds2 = gijdxidxi, where g,-> is the funda-
mental tensor. Furthermore let g[o]»y be the values of g,-,- at So, then we have in usual
tensor notation

g00 = g[0]00 = g°° = = 1, gOa = g[0]0a = g™ = gfo] = 0, (2.1)

g[o]«/s = aal), = aa", det. (g[0ja) = g[o] = det. (aa,,) = a, (2.2)

where aa$dxadxf is the metric on So-
We shall now consider forces in the shell or plate. Let C be a curve on So and Ao

a point on C. Let wf0j be the unit vector in So normal to C at A0, indicating the posi-
tive side; let Af0] be an arbitrary unit vector in So at A0. We consider the system of
forces acting across an element of area standing on the element dso of C at A0, and
terminated by the surfaces of the shell or plate. We replace the forces acting on the
element by a statically equipollent system acting at ^40- This leads to the following
invariants, which in fact define the macroscopic tensors, T"° (shearing stress tensor),
T*f> (membrane stress tensor), L"3 (bending moment tensor):

Ta0 fi[o]adso = shearing force normal to So across the element ds0,

Ta^n[o]aA[o]^dso = component in the direction of A[™j of membrane stress across

the element ds0, (2.3)

La^nl0]aAio]^dso = component in the direction of Af0] of the bending moment

across the element dso.

Similarly, let dSo be an element of area of So at A0- Consider the external forces
acting on the volume element consisting the normals to So standing on the element
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dSo and terminated by the surfaces of the shell or plate. We replace them by a stati-
cally equipollent system acting at Ao■ This leads to the following invariants, which
give the definitions of the external force and external moment tensors, F\ Ma:

F°dSo = normal component of the external force on dSo,

FaAio]adSo — component in the direction of A"oi of the external force on dS0, (2.4)

AfaA[o]<I<£S'o = component in the direction of A"0] of the external moment on dS0.

Then from purely statical considerations, we obtain the following six equations of
statical equilibrium ([5J, p. 110):

(a) T"\a - IbatTt+F* = 0,
(b) + ha»%yTy° + F° = 0,
(c) I/'W + a^VlomTy> + M" = 0,

(d) Vioia/iT'" - \ba&La» = 0.

The symbols have the following meanings:

Ta01„ = Ta0,a + i a I T*°,
W<X) a

T<*ia = T"*,a + /"I T«+ -f T", (2.6)
\ira) a \wa) a

baft = (&afi,o)_x0=Ot

V [0] afi = «1/2ea^, «11 = «22 == 0, €12 — — «21 = 1.

The Christoffel symbols are calculated for aap. The quantities (1/2)baS are the coeffi-
cients of the second fundamental form of 50; they vanish if So is a plane. The radius
of curvature R in the direction of a unit vector (counted positive when S0 is con-
vex in the sense of x° increasing) is given by

2/2? . = (2.7)

By eliminating T"° from (2.5) we get a set of three equations,

+ (l/2)a«%yV}liauL^u +F- + = 0, (2.8a)
i7[*]aT7.Z,xi'|xj — %bT\T*x -)- F" + aT\777(J']Mx|T = 0. (2.8b)

These equations, rather than the equations (2.5), are fundamental in the later theory.
It should be noted that in the case of repeated covariant differentiation with respect
to aa0, the order of the operations cannot be changed unless the total curvature K
of the reference surface So (cf. Eq. (3.13)) is equal to zero.

The above equations are valid for shells and plates of finite thickness. When we
come to deal with approximations based on the smallness of certain quantities, we
must of course consider only the magnitudes of dimensionless quantities. It is
best therefore to work with dimensionless quantities throughout. Let us introduce a
standard length L, a lateral dimension of the shell or plate (e.g. the diameter in the
case of a circular plate). By ds we shall understand the distance between two adjacent
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points, divided by L; this dimensionless ds may be called the reduced distance. Simi-
larly all coordinates x' are supposed to be in reduced or dimensionless form. Conse-
quently the fundamental tensor gij is dimensionless, and all tensor operations (such
as raising or lowering suffixes or covariant differentiation) are dimensionless opera-
tions. We also reduce stress to dimensionless form by dividing by Young's modulus E,
and body forces by dividing by E/L.

All the relations written above hold equally well for reduced or dimensionless
quantities. We shall carry through the work with these quantities; if we wish to trans-
late conclusions into ordinary dimensional form, we have simply to multiply by that
combination of the form LmEn which restores the required dimensionality. Young's
modulus will not appear explicitly in our work, since it is eliminated from the stress-
strain relations by the process of reduction.

We also note that a thin shell or plate is defined as one whose thickness is small in
comparison with a lateral dimension L. Customarily, a thin shell is defined as one
whose thickness is small compared with the radius of curvature; this is unsatisfactory
in the limiting case of a plate, and also in the case of a shell whose thickness is small
in comparison with the radius of curvature but of the same order as the lateral di-
mension L.

3. Representation of Ta0, Tais, L"P, Fl, M" as power series in the thickness. Let C
be a curve on the reference surface So, and S the surface formed by erecting normals

to So along C. Let ds0 be an element of C, and rfS
the strip formed by the normals on ds0 (Fig. 1).
Let ds be the length of the arc of intersection of <22
and the surface x° = constant, passing through any
point A in dh. Let na be the unit vector normal to
dS at A, and w[0]a the unit vector normal to d2 at
the reference surface So.

Here we note that there are two distinct classes
of quantities: (1) those defined only on the refer-
ence surface, such as aap, b„p, Ta0, TaS, La&, Ma„
F\ Efm] (normal derivatives of the stress tensor

FjG. i, on So); (2) those defined at any point in the ma-
terial of the shell, such as gij, En (stress tensor),

Ai (parallel vector field), na. For all space tensors, the change of indices will be effected
by applying gij or gi!'; and for all surface tensors, the change of indices will be effected
by applying g[0]i,-and g[0] [defined as in (2.1), (2.2)].

By the definition (2.3), the shearing stress tensor and the membrane stress tensor
are calculated by the invariant formula:

ratW[0]aX[0] ids0 = f (Eaina\ds)dx°, (3.1)
J h

where X,- is any parallel field of unit vectors, X[0]i the same vector field at the reference
surface S0, and Eai part of the stress tensor The symbol h under the sign of in-
tegration indicates here (and throughout the paper) that the integral runs from
x°=— A(_) to x°= +&(+>, where both A(+) and A(_) are positive functions of x" (for
thin shells or plates, they are assumed to be small). Furthermore, the bending moment
tensor is caculated from the invariant formula:
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La?n[0]a\io]$ds0 = I (gryii'v3Ea''\^nads)x0dx0, (3.2)
J h

where

vaf> = g-ll2eaf)t g = Jet,

eU = ,22 = Q) £12 = — e21 = i.

For the external force system, assume that Xi X< is
the component of the body for per unit volume in the
arbitrary direction of Xt- at any point in the shell, and
Z[+) X(+)£ and Z\_) X(_)i the components of the given
loads per unit are applied to the upper and lower sur-
faces respectively. Let us consider (Fig. 2) a portion of
the shell or plate obtained by drawing normals to its
reference surface over a surface element dSo- The por-
tions of the boundary surfaces of the shell or plate cut
out by these normals are d<rM and <&r(_). Let dS be the Fig. 2.
corresponding element drawn at constant normal dis-
tance from the reference surface 5o- Then the external force and moment com-
ponents are calculated from the invariant formulae:

F,X[oji(£S'o = j (Xl\idS)dx°Zl+^X^idirZl—^K^ida(-■), (3.4)
J h

Ma\[o]dSo = f (r)pa\aX3dS)x°dx0 + Tj(+)0a\"+)Zl3(-Hh(+)dcr(+)
J h

— Vi-^UZUh^da^, (3.5)
where r]Wap, are the values of 17^ at the upper and lower surfaces of the shell
or plate respectively.

In order to carry out the integrations in (3.1)-(3.5), we must express all the quanti-
ties in the integrands as functions of x°. These can be written as follows:

gaP Qafi "I" baflX® ~f~ (3.6)
g = a{\ + 2Hx» + K{x°Y)\

, W*'/as . .
n* — = W[oi«(g/a)1/2 = »[<,]«{ 1 + 2 Hx° + tf(z°)2}, (3.8)

as o

Ao = A[ojo, A<* = X [o] a + !^„X[O]0a;0. (3.9)

The first relation is well known; aap, (l/2)bap, (1/2)cap are the first, second and third
fundamental tensors of the reference surface S0 respectively. These tensors are not
independent, but connected by six geometrical conditions of flat space ([5], p. 112).
Three of these read

cap = \a^balrb^, (3.10)

and the other three are the well known equations of Codazzi and Gauss,

bafi\y baylfi ~ 0, (3.11)
4-R-pafly bp^b/xy bpyba/3' (3 • 12)
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Here the single stroke indicates covariant differentiation with respect to x" and the
tensor aag', Rpms? is the two dimensional curvature tensor formed from the tensor aa$
(sometimes called the Riemann Christoffel tensor of the surface So, see [6], p. 182,
Eq. (50)).

The relation (3.7) can be obtained by direct calculation from the definition of g.
Here K is the total curvature and H the mean curvature of the reference surface So-
li Ri, i?2 are the principal radii of curvature, then

1/1 1\ 1
H = —( 1 ), K = ; (3.13a)

2 \i?l Rj RxR2

therefore, in tensor notation,

8K = ar-rbTya™bxs - 4H = a*H^. (3.13b)

We also note the following relations, which are often used in later calculations,

(a) eairePxa*\ = aaaS>,

(b) = a(4Ha^ - ba»), (3.14)

(c) €aVxcTx = 2a{ (4/?2 - K)a"" - Hba^\.

The proof of the geometrical relation (3.8) is long, but not difficult. The relation (3.9)
is obvious; since X,- is a parallel vector field, we have

X,ll,- = 0. (3.15)
Here the double stroke indicates covariant differentiation with respect to the space
coordinates x* and the tensor g,y. Putting i = 0, i=a, j = 0 in (3.15), the relation (3.9)
follows at once.

Besides all the relations (3.6)-(3.9), we also need the following geometrical results:

dS_ = (gyn da^ = 1 /g(+)\1/2 Art-) = 1 /g(-)\1/2

dSo \ a) ' dSo I N\+) I \ a ) ' dS0 \ iV?_, | V a J '
the positive root being understood. Here iV(+)<, are unit normal vectors, drawn
out from the upper and lower boundary surfaces respectively, and g(+), g(_) are the
values of g on the boundary surfaces.

Substituting (3.8), (3.9) in (3.1), we have

«[0]aX[0]/3 jr** - J £a?(a? + I*?*0) ' dx°|

+ »m.X[o]o|r-« ~ J **£)'**} = °- (3-17)

But «toi« and X[0]. are arbitrary, and consequently we have for the shearing stress
tensor

T« ° = dx°, (3.18)

and for the membrane stress tensor
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T°» = J E<*y(a5 + %b* x°) (^j ' dx°. (3.19)

Similarly, substituting (3.6)-(3.9) in (3.2), we obtain the bending moment tensor

E"y(a; + %b*x°)x°(^-^ ' dx°. (3.20)

Furthermore, substituting (3.9), (3.16) in (3.3), (3.4), we have for the external
force system

//?\1/2 ZT+) /K(+)V12X->(a° + d*°+ (a" + VV/

Z7_i /?r_A1/2
+ I Jo I («?-**?*(->)( — ) . (3-22)I ̂ (_) I \ a /

and for the external moment system

M« = qft | J Xi(a; + \b* x") ' x° dx«

, zT+> , s, /M1/2
I tf*+> I \/

zr_> /g(-)\1/2
«-^„)A„ — . (3.23)

It should be emphasized that the above expressions are exact, no approximation or
assumption based on the thickness of the shell or plate being involved.

Now we assume that E*> and X* can be expanded in power series in x°:
00 2 00 1

E» = E — £&](*■■)-, X* = £ -r[ml(it«)™. (3.24)
o w! o w!

We also introduce the abbreviations

5? = 4(4 #<4 + 6?), C? = /Ta? + F4?, D% = (3.25)
<*(»> = h}+) - h^, t<n> = hn(+) + h^, d<» = d, = /, (3.26)

z'(+) z*;_,
Q(»H = ' M _ \ M QWi = Ql{+) I N°(_} I ^ (3.27)

Z(+) zf_,p(n)i = w « + ■ A» p»)J = pi. (3.28)
I tf(#+) I I Nl) |

Here H and K are mean and total curvature, as in (3.13), and t is the thickness of
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the shell or plate, measured normally to S0. We substitute (3.7), (3.24) into (3.18)-
(3.23), and carry out the integrations. This leads to series in t, dm, tw, d(i\ • • • ;
namely,

d™ tm
T"° = + (2HE"$] + E$) — + (2KEf„°j + 4 HE# + E$) —

+ 2?a) (£■•), ' 31 (3.29)
dm tm

T°t> = Eftt + (B'Eft + — + (2C?£?07, + 2 B\E"& + E%) —
+ Rm{E«t), ' ' (3.30)

( d^ 3) \
Lar = Vm ̂ x|£[03, — + 2(ByE"o] + Efu) — + RW{E/*) J-, (3.31)

dm tm
F° = X°l0]t + (2HX\0] + Z?u) — + (2KX°[0] + 4 HX*W + X?2]) —

(3.32)
+ P° + 2HQW<> + KP^o + RW(X°),

dm t<3>
F" = Xfat + (B°XJ,o, + Xfn) — + (2C°XJ0] + 2 B^XJU + Xam) —

+ P" + B«Q<-^ + + D^QWy + i?(2)(Z«), (3.33)
( dm tw

M° = ^oV^xj^oi — + 2(£?Z?oj + *1n) — + Rw{Xf)

+ + B^P^y + C?C(3)T + DsyPWy|. (3.34)

In these series the remainders are as follows:

, £ _J_+ ™e« + ££St!Ll,(W.
m + 5 I [m + 4)! (m + 3)! (m + 2)! J

+ z —— I £["+31 + 1HE^+2] + KE^+1] L "»+'>, (3.35)m + 4 \{m + 3)! (m + 2)! {m + 1)!;

R (E-*) y 1 B^Z+3] C?£fJ+21 D^Z+l]\ ,(m+5>
' } w + 5 l(m + 4)! (m + 3)! (m + 2)! (w + 1)! i

V 1 (a^Z+3] BU'^Z+2, C^Z+1] DjE&\d (m+4)
w + 4 l(w + 3)! (w + 2)! (w + 1)! w! J

<3) m + 5\(m + 3)! (m + 2)! (m + 1)! ml I+ 5 I (m + 3)! (m + 2)! {m + 1)!

y 1 ( a0yE?Z+v C?£a I
w + 4 \ (m + 2)! (m + 1)! w! j

^(m+6)

'«7,
(m+4)

+ z_i_r!£Bs!^
w + 6 (w + 1)!
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These are accurate expressions, the summations being all for m =0, 2, 4, • • • . The
remainders R^[X°), i?(2>(Xa), are obtained simply by replacing with
X°[m] in Rw(Ea0), EfZ] with Xfm] in i?<2) (£"«), EfJ, with XJm] in R,3)(Ea^ respectively.

In the ordinary case where the body force is the force of gravity, we can regard X'
as a parallel vector field of constant magnitude. Then by (3.9), we have the following
relations:

X?m] = 0 for mtl, (3.38)

*[i] = - IKXJo], X"[m] =0 for m 5; 2.

And consequently the tensor F\ M" in (3.32)-(3.34) can be simplified to the (lln), d(n))
polynomial of few terms. The most important equations of this section, for future
use, are (3.29)-(3.34)

4. The tensorsTa\ La" in terms of the six quantities p,p, q„We shall devote the
present section to finding expressions for the tensors, (3.29)-(3.31), in terms of the
six quantities pa$ and qap. Here pal3 represents the extension of the reference sur-
face .S'o and qaf> is closely connected to the change of curvature of the reference surface
during the deformation; both were introduced in the paper [5] (p. 114, Eq. (44)),
but will be formally defined below in (4.4).

We shall now proceed to determine E^, defined in (3.24) in terms of pap
and qap. This is accomplished by means of (i) the equations of microscopic equilib-
rium, (ii) the stress-strain relation, (iii) some geometrical relations, (iv) the conditions
on the upper and lower boundary surfaces. The successive steps are as follows:

(I) By means of (i), we express E{£,] successively for m — 1, 2, • • • in terms of
£[0] and E"n], where w = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • , (m — 1).

(II) With the aid of (ii), (iii) and the results of step (I), we determine E"^, £[?],
E[i], E\2], • • • successively in terms of £$], pap, qa&-

(III) Then using (iv) and the results in step (II), we determine EJJJ], in terms
of pad, qag. The surface force system (P\ <20 is supposed to be given. Thus we have
at once and Effj for all m in terms of pap and qa$.

(IV) Substituting E^\ from step (III) into (3.30), (3.31), we obtain the required
expressions for Tand La&. The expression for Ta0 can be found either by substi-
tuting from step (III) into (3.29), or by using the equation of macroscopic
equilibrium (2.5c).

The geometry of strain and the definitions of pap and qa$. Let us introduce comoving
coordinates [7, 8], The same coordinates are attached to each particle during de-
formation, and the coordinates form a normal system in the strained state. The funda-
mental tensor in the strained state is gij (satisfying (2.1), (2.2)), and in the unstrained
state it is g'i}. Let So be the surface in the unstrained state which is carried over into
the reference surface So in the strained state (after we reach section 6, we shall define
So to be the middle surface in the unstrained state). The parametric lines of x° are
not in general normal to the reference surface 50' in the unstrained state.

The strain tensor is defined as

= 2 Or*/ Zii)» (*l 1)
this is the definition usually adopted (cf. [7, 8, 9]). For small deformation, the prin-
cipal part of the extension of an element in the direction X* is e=ejyXiX'.

We shall throughout raise suffixes by means of g''; thus
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g'mn = gmignig'a, g'ri = giig'jm, (4.2a)

emn _ gmig"'eih e'm = g^ejm- (4.2b)

Now we assume that en is expansible in power series in a;0, so that
00 1

eij — ' C[m]ij(a:0) ™. (4.3)
m-0 »«!

Let us define

Pij £[0]»3i Qij = ^[ 1 ]i?J ~ (4.4)

obviously these tensors are symmetric. The six components pap, qap are the basic de-
pendent variables of our theory.

For small strain pi, must be small, yet g;,-, r<,-, etc. may be finite in a thin shell or
plate. These quantities are not independent but are connected by certain geometrical
relations. Since space is flat, gij and g'tJ are not arbitrary functions of the coordinates.
They must satisfy the equations

Rijki = 0, (4.5a)

*= °' (4.5b)
Here Rijki is the curvature tensor for gn,

Rijki — higil.jk + gjk.il ~ gik.jl ~ gjl.ik)

+ gmn{ [il, m\0\jk, n}„ - [ik,m\t\jl,n]g}, (4.6)

while Rijki is the corresponding curvature tensor for g'tl,

'v' 1/ ' I ' ' ' \
■Kijkl - 2 \gil.jk T gjk.il ~ gik.jl ' gjl.ik)

+ [t7, m\„-[jk, n\„- - [ik, m]„>\jl, *■}„•}. (4.7)

It should be noted that Rijki is the curvature tensor in space, while Rfapy is the two
dimensional curvature tensor of S0 (cf. (3.11)). In (4.7), g'mn by definition denotes the
cofactor of £mn in g', divided by g'; namely,

1 , ,
~g'mn = —— em"tnk'grkg.i, (4.8)

where emkl is the usual permutation symbol, and g' is the determinant of g{j,

g' = i- t"'em""g'rmgLg',P. (4.9)

It follows that
3lvmr'vnhlg'kgh

pf mm —  

2 \r,">rvwg'iug'jvgL
(4.10)

where

vr.l _ tT.tg-W. (4.11)
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this is a contravariant tensor and satisfies the relation

v"%ik = d'fii - 8'kSf. (4.12)

The equations (4.5a, b) form a set of twelve independent geometrical conditions
for gij and gy. We shall now regard gtJ- as given, and develop (4.5b) explicitly in terms
of eij by using (4.5a), (4.1). The resulting expressions represent the six independent
geometrical conditions for

(\^xl,jk ~i~ &jk,il &ik,jl l,ik)

+ 2emn{ [il, m\a\jk, n\„ - [ik, m\a[jl, n]0\

- 2gmn{ [il, m]0[jk, n\e + [il,m\e\jk, n\„ - [ik, m]e[jl, n]0 - [ik,m\0\jl, n\e)

+ ®ijkl + &ijkl + $ijkl = 0. (4. 13)

This is a polynomial in e,-y, with linear terms explicitly stated. The other terms pro-
ceed with increasing degree in e,y, and have the following exact expressions:

^ijkl 2,€t(<0il,ik ~f~ Gjk.il &ik,jl &jl,ik)

+ 4gm"{ [il, m]e[jk, n]e - [ik, m]e[jl, n\e}

+ 4(en'e? — emne's){ [il, m\a[jk, n\a — [ik, m]g[jl, w]„}

+ 4(gmne's - emn) { [il, m]e[jk, n]a + [il, m]a[jk, n]e

- [ik, m]e[jl, n]„ - [ik,m\a[jl, n]e), (4.13a)

^ijkl 2(c8€t &8*&8t) (.&il, ]k ~"f~ 6jk,il &ik,jl &jl,ik)

3yStPyUVW&au6tv6pw(gil,jk~\~gik,il gik,jl &jl,ik)

— 8(gmne's — emn) { [il,m]e[jk, n]e — [ik,m],[jl, n]e]

— 4?7mrsv""'erte,p{ [il, m]e[jk, n]0 — [ik, tn]e\jl, n\„

+ [ih™\o\jk,n\.~ [ik,m]0\jl,n]e), (4.13b)

^ijkl = ^Va^PVUVW^su^tv^pw^il,]'k ~l~ 6jk,il &ik,jl ^ j I ,ik) j (4. 13c)

[ij, ^]o = ^(i>tfc,3 "H £jk,i &ij,k)i (4.13d)

[ij, 2^ik,i ~f~ &jk,i Gij.k)* (4. 13e)

Three of (4.13) involve only e,y, et-3-,0 and their derivatives with respect to x".
When x° = 0, these three conditions become the equations of compatibility of the
twelve quantities pij and g,,-; a detailed formulation of these equations will be given
in section 5.

The other three of (4.13) involve not only e,y, etJi0 and their derivatives with re-
spect to x", but also e„0,oo. In fact, by these equations, we express ea/j,oo in terms of e,,-,
en,o and their derivatives with respect to x". When x° = 0, these equations give us the
expression of ra\s in terms of pa, q,, and their derivatives with respect to xa. Putting
i = a, j = 0, k=/3, 1 = 0 and x° = 0 in (4.13), and solving for ra$, we obtain
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ra& = fi[2]a/3 = ?aO|/S + 0|a _ pM\afi + 3+ 3^a^?00

— ib^b„p\ r + ^{bpa\ + — bxaal)p-ro\\

— ?ooq*p — + Ol2)a^(pi, pq), (4.14)

where 0^)a^ is a residual term, to be explained below.
To find c [3] a (it we have to differentiate eap,oo with respect to x°, and put s:° = 0 in

the resulting equations. By (4.14), this gives e[S]as in terms of pa, qa, r;0 and their
derivatives with respect to x". To find the other e[m]ap, we merely repeat the process
over and over again. Thus we can express e[m]aj3 in terms of pa, qij, e[„],o and their de-
rivatives with respect to xa, where n <m.

Actually, to obtain the principal parts of the final equations, we only require
explicit calculation for m = 2, as in (4.14).

All the above results are of a purely geometrical nature.
The symbol 0^)(p2, pq) in (4.14) represents the terms which are not explicitly

calculated. The quantities in parentheses indicate order of magnitude of these terms
for small p and q, which denote the magnitudes of the tensors pa, qij respectively.
If p, q approach zero simultaneously and independently, these terms converge to zero
at least as fast as pq or p2. Symbolically, we may write

Oae(p2, pq) = Oa,{p2) + Ocpipq). (4.14a)

The label "(2)" is to distinguish this O-symbol from later symbols of the same type.
The indices attached to 0(2> are the tensorial indices of every terms involved. We
assume throughout that differentiation with respect to the coordinates x" does not
change the order of magnitude; i.e., paft, pap,y are of the same order. On the other
hand, we never make any assumption regarding the effect of differentiation with re-
spect to x°.

This O-symbol notation will be used extensively throughout the paper. The nota-
tions used inside the parentheses of 0-symbols are given in the following table:

Tensors hap Eio i o
0J Pii Pct@ Pad Pi

Symbols for magnitudes E

Tensors <?«|S Q.aP or
Symbols for magnitudes X X

The expressions of Ein terms of £[°] and (n = 0, 1, • • • , (m — 1)).
We start the process outlined in the beginning of this section by writing down the

microscopic equations of equilibrium under the body force X':

+ X4 =* 0, (4.15)
the double stroke indicating covariant differentiation using g<3. Putting in turn i = 0
and i=a, we get three equations which may be written as

-E00,o = §gT\,0ET* — hg^gT\,oE00 — -Et0|^ — X°, (4.16)

Ea0,o = ~ igTXSr\,oEa0 - garg^,o&° - E»'|T - X", (4.17)
0
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where g under the stroke indicates covariant differentiation using gae,

= E",r + | * 1 -Exo,
o Utt (4.18)

£*v = E*",„ + r 1 + r> £x\ (4.19)
a \Xtt ) o l\7r; a

This operation should be clearly distinguished from that indicated in (2.6). Putting
x° = 0 in (4.16), (4.17), we get

Eft = - X?„i - EjS]ix + h ~ 2HEl°oh (4.19a)
£f.°] = - Xf0] - El- ^£'o°i - 2//£[oV (4.19b)

These are the expressions of £[?] in terms of £$J] and E"^, the body forces being sup-
posed given. To find £[£,], we have to differentiate (4.16), (4.17) with respect to x°
over and over again, and put x° = 0 in each of the resulting equations. We shall only
write the expressions of Efq explicitly:

•E[2j = — ^[i] + 2ff'X°o] + X'oiir + £[o]|t\ + §6xx-E[?] — ar\KE[o]

+ (8H* - 2K)E1°0] + bZE\°0] |, + 4(F£^j) |X| (4.20a)

Elr, = - Zfn + (A? + 2HaaT)X'[0] - aJEftix + (A? + 2Haar)EJ^
- K4Ha% + baT) ixEfo" + (10Hbar + 8H*aaT - 8Kaar)El„V (4.20b)

This completes Step (I).
Stress-strain relations and expressions for E^\ in terms of pap, qap, Ef0\.
We shall accept, as the stress-strain relation for an isotropic body, the equation

E<> = ———— — + (1 - a)gagil}eki + 0(V)(e2), (4.21)
(1 + <r)(l — 2a)

where <r is Poisson's ratio, and E'' is of course the reduced stress (see section 2); there-
fore Young's modulus does not appear. For small strain problems, e is small, and
the terms in 0''(e2) are negligible in comparison with the terms linear in e'1 in (4.21);
in that case, (4.21) becomes the usual linear stress-strain relation for an isotropic
body (in rectangular Cartesians, see [l], p. 102, Eq. (18)). Any modification, such as
replacement of g'' by g'ij, leads to no real change, because the difference is taken
care of by the O-symbol.

From (4.21), we have

£°° = „ , * — {<^x* + (1 - a)e00} + OM, (4.22)
(1 + <r)(l — 2a)

E"" = 77—^ rr 1^00 + [cg*g* + (1 - 2,)rf]«,x} + O&d2), (4.23)(1 + c)(l — 2a)

Ea0 = 1 g°*e*0 + 0$ (I2). (4.24)
(1 + <r)
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It is evident from (4.21) that all the stress components are small, of at least as high
an order as the largest strain components. The elimination of e0i from the last three
equations gives

E<* = —-— gaPE00 + —-— + (1 - »)rf|ert+0®c!, E\ Ee). (4.25)
1 — cr 1 — (T2

When x° = 0, the equation (4.25) becomes

Ef0] = aaf>E\l] + A + 0$ (p\ El %p),
1 — 0- (4.26)

where the abbreviation means

=     {aaa^aTX + (1 - <r)aaTa^). (4.27)
1 — cr2

Equation (4.26) is the required expression for Efjfj.
The substitution of Efrom (4.26) into (4.19a, b) gives

2(1 - 2a)
Z°M = - X°m - EJo°]lr - — -HEl8, + $A\tfbSypr,

(1 — a)

+ O%(bp\bE0p,bEl), (4.28)

£[?] = - Xam - b%E\„°] - 2HE[S] - a«E\o0,,, - Ax$f'prl,x
1 — 0-

+ OaZ(p\pE0,El). (4.29)

Here X[0] are supposed to be given. These are the required expressions of .
Now, differentiating (4.25) with respect to x° and putting x° = 0 in the resulting

equations, we obtain in consequence of (4.26), (4.28)

, cr <j cr ( 2(1 — 2<j) ")
= - ; a<*X°w -   a-eEtfu, -   \b°» + -i- 

l — o- 1 — a 1 — a I (1 — cr) J

+ " . a"f>A\>!r - a»*A#r ~ a*>AtfAbup,
12(1 — cr) )12(1 - <r)

+ AffixqrX + 0&, (4.30)

where

01f> = 0$(bp\ bpEo, bEl pq, qEo, pX, XEo). (4.31)

Equation (4.30) is the required expression of .Ef^.
The substitution of £f0^, from (4.26), (4.30) into (4.20a, b) gives the required

expressions for £["]:
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2(1 - 2a)
Ew =~:—r HXW ~(1 — a)

+ 2H ~ 12(2 - 3^H2 - ~
(1 - a)2

2/2 3o0
+ axX-E [o]|HE[SUt + (ii-Efo0])ix + ^i^ixa

1 — c (1 — ff)

1 I 4<r(2 - 3a) 1
 ^ (4 - 3a) Hb^ + — E2a^ - (3 - a)KaWrX

1 — cr2 (, 1 — tr J

+ 1   {4<rtfa'x + (1 - «r)4A}grt +0?S). (4-32)
2(1 — a2)

* rO= (4; + 2Ha1)X*m - Zfi, +   a"'X°m,,
1 — a

a
+ ~  ttaX-E["o0] | irX +

2 a
[0]|tX T    O .C.[o]|t

1 — a 1 — a

+ 2a(2 - 3t) gOT(g£oo)|T + (10//6« + 8#2a° _ 8£a?)£f„0, - ^ ft'Vn
(1 — O-)2

1 ( 1 — a
H < £ff4*x | j aaS  - 4"x | j ctT

1 — cr2 (. 2
2<r2

H\t,aaia*x + 3(1 — a)H\iaot*a!'x> p„\

Here

1 -
1 ( 2<r(l — 2a)

-) < a{2baia"x + \b*xaah) H IIaaSa*x
1 — a2 l (1 — a)

+ (1 - a)(2baras* + a^bsx + 2//«°'a5x) jpTM, + 0$. (4.33)

0»> = 0°(^(p2, pE0, El, bpq, bqE0, bpX, bXE0), (4.34)

0$ = 0${bp2, bpEo, bEl pq, qEo, pX, XE0). (4.35)

To find E$\, we have to determine pn>, qi0 and then ra» in terms of pap, qap, EjJJj.
Eliminating e0o from (4.22), (4.24) and solving the resulting expression for ea0, we
obtain ^ ^

eao = (1 + <r)gafEP + Otlo,«(e2, eE, E2). (4.36)

when a:0 = 0, this becomes

pao — (1 + a)aapE^\ + 0(io)a(/>2, pE0, El). (4.37)

We now differentiate (4.36) with respect to x° and put x° = 0. In consequence of (4.26),
(4.28), (4.29), this gives
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qao = —    {(1 — o-)X[o]a + c£[o] |« + 2(1 — <r)HaapEe§,]} —   arXpr\\a
1 — a 1 — a

~ ^ (4.38)
— a^Tpar\\ + OiU)a0(p\ pE0, E0, pq, qEo, pX, XE0).

Similarly, from (4.22), the values of e0o and e0o,o on ac° = 0 are, by (4.28), (4.29)

(1 + ff)(l — 2a) a ^ ^
poo = —————— -E[o] —   axXp*\ + O(i2)oo(^2, pEo, E0), (4.39)

(1 — a) 1 — a

(1 + <0(1 - 2<t) („a , , 2(1-2
q oo — —

(1 — a)

( „ „ 2(1 — 2a' ) a
{ X\n + Elo0, |T + — UE\°0] }■ -   aXrqT\
(. 1 — <r ) 1 — a

+ n/< 1 . {4c(l - 2<r)Ha* + (1 - a)b^}prX + O(13)0o, (4.40)
2(1 — a)

where

O(13)00 = O(i3)oo(i/'2, bpEo, bEl, pq, qEo, pX, XEo). (4.41)

Substituting pi0l qio from (4.37)-(4.40) into (4.41), we obtain

rap = r„V (?) + (p) + rip (X) + rip (£0) + r(JJ (q2) + 0(u)ap, (4.42)

where the abbreviations represent

(4.42a)
r&iq) = —(bla} + b)al  a^bj] q\r,

2 \ 1 — a /

Ta&(p) = - (a^alal + a^ajal +   a^ala^j pyr\\i

1 C4cr(l -2a) , )
+ —   —Hba,jo-x + ba„P* - 2(1 - <r)JaV^xx, (4.42b)

4(1 — cr) I (1 — tr) J

r$(X) = — —   {2(1 — cr)(Z[o]a|3 + Z[o]^|a) + (1 — 2a)ba/)X%]}, (4.42c)
2(1 — a)

__ 1 +(T(roo , U - 2ff)2 m roo)rap {■t'o) — — - ')-C'[0]|a3 ~i — —HbapE[0] >
1 — a (, (1 — a) J

— 2(1 + a)(aaTap + ap^axa)(HEjS])\\  —+ blap\

— b^al — ba\aj}
(1 - 2<r) )

  Ja„axTV^„0,|XI (4.42d)
1 — a J

(?2) = j~ a->Tala.fi - axaarSa^ quqyr, (4.42e)

0(i4)ai3 = 0(i4)q^(^2, />£o, -Eo, qEo, pX, XEo, qX). (4.42f)

It will be noted that r%{q) is linear in the q's, r^{p) is linear in the p's, and so on.
We now differentiate (4.25) with respect to x° twice, and put x° = 0 in the resulting

equation. In consequence of (4.28), (4.32), (4.42), this gives

*-<6>V ap
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EaA = + E\l\a\p) + E[l\^(X) + Ef2\"\%) + £$«V) + 0&„ (4.43)
where

0"i5> = 0(f6)(p2, pE0, E\, pq, qE0, pX, XEo, qX)\ (4.43a)

the other abbreviations are

E\\\^(q) =    {oa<#bA + 5aba*a* + 3(1 - a)(baraPx + Z^a"*)} ?Xx, (4.43b)
2(1 - a2)

Efft*(p) = 1  {<j(aaXaPsaT'< + aa^aitarX)
1 — <r2

+ (1 - <j)(a"yaPs + a"safiy)a^}pwy]Xs

1 ( 4<r2 <r( 7 — 9 <r)
H < aa^b^II a^a^IP     a^KaT'

1 — <r2 I 1 — cr (1 — cr)

c(7 — 12tr) (1 — 4 a)
-J Ha^b^ + —   b^b'y - 1(1 - a)barbPy

(1 - a) 4

+ 6(1 - <r)H(aarb^ + bara"t) - (1 - a)\2KaaTa^ pry, (4.43c)

E\l\a\X) = —{3(6c - 1)W?0] - aa°f>X\n - aa^XJ^)
1 — a

- a"TaPy(X[o]x\y + X [0] y. 1 r) * (4.43d)

£$""(£0) = — {(18<r2 - 14a + 1 )Hb"f>
1 — cr2

- 4<r(l - 2a)27V + 2c(4 - Sff)^a^}£?8]

- —— {a"*afiy + «**<»•* }£$„., + 2(a^aj + a°ya*)(HE^) |T
1 — (T1 — cr

a 1
+   a/*b;E\o0],, + —    {(6c - 1)b« - 4<rFtf* }£{?„.

1 — cr 2(l — o-)

+ I {a«*b* + afi'b" - aybaT - a°V>*} £$ u, (4.43e)

E^(q') = ^ ?f)rX ^ayrai - aWa'5) (4.43f)

Equation (4.43) is the required expression of E^.
By similar steps, we can express all the other £[{Jj and Effi in terms of pai3, qap

and £fo]- However, for the purpose of the first approximation in the equations of
equilibrium, the knowledge of the required expressions of £$], £{{], £[2] is sufficient.
This completes Step (II).

Conditions of the boundary surfaces, and the expressions of £$] in terms of pa»
and qap. We have now succeeded in expressing E1^ in terms of pap, q«&, £[?]• Our next
task is to express £$] in terms of pa$, qag by applying the following six surface con-
ditions :
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#(+,»£& =2'+, *° = + *(+>. (4.44a)
#<-)*£& = Z{_, for x» = - (4.44b)

The unit normal vectors iV(+)». drawn out from the shell or plate, are deter-
mined as functions of xa by the equations

N'i+)a — ~ -^(+)o^(+),a, ^= ^(-)o*(-).-, (4.45a)
1/2 1/2

tf(+)0 = (1 - iV(+)«^+)) , ^(_)0 = (1 - tf,->„tf?->) , (4.45b)

the positive roots being understood. Zj+x, Z(_>< are tensor components of the given
loads per unit area applied to the upper and lower surfaces.

Making use of (4.45a, b), we find that (4.44a, b) take the form

Eft, - £&*<+>.. = J~TT' £'<-> + £<->*<->.« = - -rfSrr- • (4.46)I -"(+) I I ■"(_) I
Substituting (3.24) into (4.46), and adding the resulting expressions, we obtain in
consequence of (3.26), (3.28)

2£?8, + E^d + j £°[2]<(2) + • • •

- |^£[oV.x + ^ £tiV,® + — E\^d\V +•••]- Q°, (4• 47a)
1

2 £?„0, + + — £?2V(2) +

- [e^.* + — EI&V+ ^ Eftd™ + • • • ] = Q-. (4.47b)

Substituting £|4] from the results of Step (II) into (4.47a, b), we obtain a set of three
equations in terms of nine quantities pap, qap, -E[2]. Solving these equations for £$],
we have

£?§] = hQ" + (* ~ 2c\ HQ°d + l(QTd)\r— / a^(QUm)ir
2(1 — <T) 8(1 — <7)

j   2 0.
{(2 - 3cr)2H2 - (1 - a)K)QV2> - i{(4'+ 2HaZ)QH™) „

4(1 — o-)

- i {(#£*),. - + hX\nd

+ i|n, - 2(| ~ y gz?01}<(2) - K^[o]^)

{2aHarX + (1 - <r)b*)p*d - i^S7(Mlx<(2>) I*
2(1 - <72)

1 ( 4<r(2 - 3cr) )
+  < (4 - 3a) Hb* H   - (3 - a)Ko> M't2)

4(1 - <r2) V (1 — <r) P

' 4ff«ra* + (1 - <r)b*} + 0<°?6), (4.48a)
8(1 - <r2)
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£(o°i = hQa + ————- a"*{Q>d)|x + 1(« + 2Ha%)Qrd
4(1 - <t)

8(1 - c) It

+ \X°md - — -a°HX[0]*t2))|x
4(1 - <r)

+ * {(4Ha* + i>aX) |xQ° - (b* + 2//a^)Qfx}^)
16(1 — a)

+ 1(5HbZ + 4« - 4^ax")C¥« + l{Xfu - (j; + 2tfa?)XT0] }*(2)
+ ri)XS(A^)u + 1(4Hal + &?)

1 cr 0- 2<r2—— <  (&°<VX + haaSblX)  — Haaf,arX
+ <f) ILl — <r (1 -c)*

]m<4
4(1

+ {baTa^x + aarb^)
\f>

- J(M + 2Ha%)Apxt|y/(2) + 0^i% (4.48b)

Here 0(?6), stand as usual for terms not explicitly calculated. It is possible to
exhibit their orders of magnitude as in (4.43a), for example, but the expressions are
very long and will therefore be omitted here; the full expressions may be found in the
author's Ph.D. Thesis, "The intrinsic theory of elastic shells and plates" (University
of Toronto Library). The important fact about these residual terms is that, in the
case of small strain, they are small compared with the terms shown explicitly.

The substitution of £$] from (4.48a, b) into (4.26), (4.28), (4.29), (4.30), (4.32),
(4.33), (4.43) etc., gives the expressions for in terms of pap and qap. This com-
pletes Step (III).

Expressions of Ta0, TaLaP in terms of pal3, qap. If we substitute the expressions
of E"^ from the results of Step (III) into (3.30), (3.31), we immediately obtain the
set of eight quantities Ta& and Laf> in terms of the six quantities pa$ and qap; the quan-
tities X\m], Q' are supposed to be given. Therefore for the membrane stress tensor
T"P and the bending moment tensor L"P, we have

T* = Af^p^t - B$'xqr\ti<*) + B&*xqr^v +

- Af2rUq*yqutm +  — a^A\l^{pSy^)^t
1 — cr

+ C$?p^tt™ - {^Atr + a*A^)pry^stm + C"i;xp^

+ g . a^O>t + Tti{X°} + T%{x} + T%{Q} + 0??8), (4.49)
2(1 - cr)

L<* = vymary{$Atf'piSdM + B%?'pxst™ + \A V«<(,)}

+ TT77~ riToi {«?(3QW» + —?-HQ>t™ - AX°l0]t«> - 2Q\t™)
12(1 — a) v 1 — a

- + 0&„ (4.50)
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where Ofy, Ofy stand for the residual terms. The other abbreviations are

ij* =  1  {aaaf>a*x + (1 — <r)aaTa^\,
(> 1 - <r2 1 ' (4.51a)

AaP ry\S _  1 ( <T d"? (ItS 0.^ + (1 - a) (laT d?6 O.^ —  a*"< »8X
6(1 - O I 1 - *2

- aa^a^a^| = A , (4.51b)

B$;x = - (4alia** + (1 - <r)brX\aaP, (4.51c)
8(1 - <0(1 - <r2) ' '

= — {aiSHa^a^ - - 3ba»a^)
12(1 - <72) 1

+ (1 - <r)(8flWx - 3b" aP - V>xa")}, (4.5Id)

jj!f,*x = 1  j a(4IIa^aA - 3a?»b^ - a?W)
4(1 - cr2) 1

+ (1 - <r)(4Har'aP - 2b"a^ - a"b^)}, (4.51e)
,, 1(4 a

Bm = < IIa«rau + (1 - a)411 a"*a*1 - a{a™b" + bua")
6(1 — a2) ^ 1 — cr

- 2(1 - a)(b<"*a*s + la"^*5) j , (4.51f)

n \ a ( 4<r(2 — 3<r)
C(f;x = \(4 - 3a)HbrX + —   H2arX

4(1 - ff2) I (1 - a)

- (3 - <x)Ka^aal>, (4.51g)

C&tX =   i 2(1 - a)H(a«*b^ + b"afi*) - 1 ~ 2° ba»b^
6(1 — <r2) (. 4

4<r2 <r( 1 — 4<r)
- |(1 - <r)barWx + — ffV"Vx - alla^b^ + — Hb^a^

1 — cr 1 — <r

tr(l — 3a) )
- 8(1 - a)Ka"a^     Ka"<>a*A , (4.51h)

l — o- )

1o
/<ii a { a 2(1 — 2<r) ) 1 a

T\?, {*°} = —   a«* { X°w   HX°l0] i «« - —   a«?X\
4(1-0-) { 1 - <T ) 2 I - (r

- ————- {1(1 - 4a)b^X°[0] + 4*Ha°l>X%1 + ca"fX0w} i®, (4.510
6(1 - a)

r&{*} = - * a^(XT[0}im)ir( - ° ^ a<*Xfo,rt<»
4(1 — a) 6(1 — <r)

l«"^(^[o]*|x + jr[0]x|r)<w'. (4.51 j)
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T& {(?} = - — "" - {(M + 2HaZ)QH™} ]rt - — - a"f>QJrd^
o(l — (T) 4(1 — <T)

- i {a** (HQ") | x + a"(HQ<>), T} + * a"?(Q*d), J
4(1 - a)

a"P(QTH) | rttw +   a"^HQT\M(i)
4(1 - <r) 4(1 — o-)2

1 j
— < a"
24 I

2a
-f — ^ aaH^r + affXbar — baXaPT — bsxaaT H  —- a"^b"

1 — a

4a - 1 12cr 1
H a^b"f Par#aXr >0»|x<(8). (4.51k)

1 — <7 1—0- )

Furthermore, by solving (2.5c), we have

T°* = VmauiLjl + Ms), (4.52)
in which L"t is given by (4.50) and Ms by (3.34).

Equations (4.49), (4.50) express T"P and La9 in terms of pa& and qa$. When L"9
is known, Ta0 is calculated from (4.52). This completes the last step of the procedure
outlined at the beginning of this section.

It should be noted that pals and qag correspond respectively to the extension and
change of curvature of the reference surface S0\ X[m] is the normal derivatives of the
rath order on So of the body force, supposed to be given. If the form of the reference
surface S0 is given (in the strained state), the following quantities are known: aap,
(1/2)baf, (l/2)cajs are the first, second and third fundamental tensors, H the mean
curvature and K the total curvature. Furthermore, if we know the positions of the
boundary surfaces of the shell in the strained state and also the surface loads on the
boundary surfaces, then the quantities t(m), d{m\ Q(m)i, P(m)i can be determined by
using (3.26)-(3.28).

5. Equations of equilibrium and compatibility in terms of the six unknowns pap
and q„p. Having now expressed the macroscopic stress tensors in terms of pap and qaft
we shall substitute these expressions into the macroscopic equations of equilibrium,
(2.8a, b). In consequence of (3.32)-(3.34), this gives the following three equations
in terms of the six unknowns pag and aa$\

- hbpyA"j;Xp,xt + iAW\qrxtM)Uy + ibMTXq^

- hbM^p^ + / a^b,yA\^(pm^)[rt
2(1 — <T)

- + i&Afflp*|XS/(3)
- hbPyC^;xp^ + iA'j;\prXdV)

 — HQ>t + 2HQW + KP™« + + /(2>{PT} +
1 — a

+ = 0?M)t (5.1)
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A'ffiPxit) |. + ~ A ;2yU(qy,qutW) „

+ + (B^rpr^)lP +

- |X<®),^]|P - (a"U$' +
1 — (7

+ (^27v^/(3))ip - + i*

+ ■ "" ■ «2°fli^" + 3F6;P»* + £(ffj; - iTa?)PW^ + /"»{()*•}
2(1 - a)

+ /?2){z>} +rm{x*} =0?„,. (5.2)
The symbols ^4(^rX, given by (4.51a, b), are functions of aap;
jB(4)*\ B"s*x, given by (4.51c, d, e, f), are linear functions of and C"f*x,
given by (4.51g, h), are quadratic functions of b„p. The other abbreviations in (5.1),
(5.2) are listed as follows:

7«»> ^ = T7r~—7 H {(*' + 2Hal)QH^}„/- HQTd\rt
4(1 — <r) 2(1 — <r)

+ # j(Q*tf)'|r - #<2T ,} «(2) - -777—   «*«2V™)|-,X
2(1 — cr) I. 1 — a ) 6(1 — cr)

1 ( <r 4a - 1 )
 1 HP' - 2H2aXx Ka^}

6 ll - <7 1 - <7 j Qx\J(3)

+ IK W) 1 ̂ + {0«* + (Kal + HbOQ(m} I x, (5. 3a)
/<2)(Pt} = {1(4Hal + K)P™ + hbZKP^} (5.3b)

^(2) Q-
Ilvixo} = x%]t + (2 HX°m + X°m) — - — -fl^(X?01/®)|xT

2 3(1 — a)

+ 777^—7 K4^ + 6<rX)Z?0] + 2(1 - a)HX\u + X?2,}/<«
6(1 - cr)

a ( 2(1 - 2<r)
H

( „ 2(1 - 2<r) „ 1
{ *?„ - — X?0, > «<», (5. 3c)

2(1 — tr) \ l — o- J

7?4){Z'l = §{*[V(2)} I* + + bl)X 10^ + XW> } „

+ H(X*wt™)lrt+ ' HXfa\*tm + ib*Xm,rf<», (5.3d)
z( 1 — a) 3(1 — (T)

. a°t>[ [(5XT + 2Hal)QH<»}\rt + 2Q'd[rt
0(1 — a) (.

- 2[«2*tf)|x--^—
1-0- )

- i{ [a$T(QaH)\T + a"'(Q?H)\T\t (3)
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+ -—"\l aaH^ + a^baT — baXaPr — b^a"*-1——— aa^bXT
24 IL 1 — a5<[-

4cr — 1 12cr 1 )
H b""^* —  Ha"^aXr (>,-|x2(3)>

1 — a 1 — cr J ) 13

+ (2Ea% + bl)QV* + (KbaT + 2H>b% - 2KHa%)Q™T, (5.4a)

—   t [i(l - 4cr)i«<JX?„1 + A<TlIa»eX%] + aa^Xlu]^} „
6(1 - <r)

„]<»)„, (5.4b)
6(1 - a)

J?„ {**} = Xamt + Km**® - !(2tfa? + i;)f[o]^(2) + §*tV(3>

^{(W)|T/}|, - —^ -^(Z^0]|X^)|
4(1 — cr) 6(1 - cr)

+ HbaTXTwt™ - Ja°^x{(Z(0]T|x + X[0Jx|x)<(3)} 13

+ \{2Ha% + b^XhtW. (5.4c)

Equations (5.1), (5.2) are the three equations of equilibrium in terms of the six un-
knowns paa and q«p. All the other quantities are supposed to be given.

The basic unknowns are the six quantities pals and qap. To find them, we have to
solve the three equations of equilibrium (5.1), (5.2), together with the three equations
of compatibility, funished by the geometrical conditions.

We shall now convert (4.13) into a form in which pap and qap are the only un-
knowns. Let us put in turn i = 0,j = a, k=(3, l = y, and i — p,j=a, k—13, / = y in (4.13),
and then put x° = 0; we thus obtain three equations in pa and gi3-. We now substitute
(4.37)-(4.40) for poo, pao, qoo, Qao, and (4.48a, b) for this-gives three equations in
pap and qa0. Two of these, after being multiplied by and simplified by using (3.13),
(3.14), can be written as follows:

'/[O] ■\2^aT|fl Of^ba^prp | y "h bp(pair\y -f- pyr\a pay 11)
V 1 — cr

+ (1 + ff) — UapKQy + — r&a0(?|7j| = O(22)ot. (5. 5a)
2(1 - <7)

The third equation, after being multiplied by riffirjffi, becomes

2(1 - 3<r)
2l"o] v'o] prf\ay — vmv'ioi?p3?«7 H   a**Kp„\ + (b*x — 4

1 — cr

2(1 + o-)(l - 2<r)
+   Q>K - (1 + <r)(^ - 4Ha^)QTly = 0(23). (5.5b)

1 — a
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Equations (5.5a, b) contain the three equations of compatibility in pap and qap; these
are to be associated with the three equations of equilibrium (5.1), (5.2) for the solu-
tion of plate and shell problems.

6. The equations of equilibrium and compatibility referred to the middle surface
in the unstrained state. The quantities a„t3, bap, which occur in (5.1), (5.2), (5.5a, b),
refer to the strained state. But it is usual in elasticity to regard the unstrained state
as given, rather than the strained state, and from this point of view aa0, ba& are un-
known. We should use, instead of them, the fundamental tensors of that surface So
in the unstrained state, which passes over into the reference surface So in the strained
state. So far S0 has been quite general. Now we shall follow the usual method by
choosing So so that So is the middle surface of the shell or plate in the unstrained
state. This means that So is not accurately the middle surface in the strained state.

For the metric in the unstrained state, we have by (4.1)

S'i = S'i (6.1)
and so, if we define

O'ij ~ 7) bij = (^ij.o) x°=0» (6.2)

we have

daP — &otj9 2^aj3, QaO'— 2^>o0, (100 1 2^>00i

b aj3 b af} 2 (Jcc@) ba 0 2 (JaOj boo 2^00*
(6.3)

where ptj and qtj are defined as in (4.4). a^ is the fundamental tensor of So ; we re-
gard it as given. We may substitute in the proceding theory

«a<3 = + 2 pap. (6.4)

The tensor b'ap does not represent the curvature of the middle surface So in the natu-
ral state; since in general g„0^0 on So', the parametric lines of x° cuts So obliquely.
Let us introduce the normal coordinates x' based on So, choosing xa—xa on So', and
x° normal to So . The metric gij corresponding to the coordinates x® satisfies

goo — 1| gaO = 0. (6.5)

Let us put
(dgap\~ ~) • (6.6)

dx° /x«-o

Now gij and g'tj are metrics corresponding to the coordinate systems x' and x{ re-
spectively, for the description of the geometry of the unstrained state. Hence the
tensor gij determines g'iJt and vice versa.

It should be noted that the quantities (1/2)ba» are the coefficients of the second
fundamental form of So ; they vanish if So' is a plane. The radius of curvature R in
the direction of a unit vector (R counted positive when So is convex in the sense
of x° increasing) is given by

— = — 6a(SV°o]yfl[o]. (6.7)
R 2
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We proceed to find in particular the quantities (6.6). In the first place, since
xa—xa on 50't we have

&a0 ®al3i Q-afJ ~ &a(t "I" 2pad (6*8)

We now follow a straight line normal to So, starting at the point x". Since it is a
geodesic, we have (cf. 6, p. 301)

d2x* ( i ) dx' dxk
 H / -—-  = 0, (6.9)
(dx0)2 \jk) a' dx" dx°

and so we can develop x{ as power series in x°. For x° = 0, we have

dx1 gj'i0
x" = xa, x" = 0,  = j (6.10)

dx° (g'°°)1/2

where gni is the conjugate of gy. The last follows from the fact that the line is nor-
mal to So , and so

dx' dx' dx*
e'-<w = 0' (6'n)

On carrying out the development in power series, and using the transformation
t

dxm dxn
gij — gmn ■— ■—> (6.12)

dx1 dx'

we obtain after a little calculation

!>*? ~ 2qa„ = b'a, = bap(am)w + a'a+ a'^.a + 2[a/3, T^S'^/a'00. (6.13)

where a'i' = g'il for ac° = 0. The Christoffel symbol is calculated for aBy (4.10) and
(6.3), we have

a'oo = ! + 2p00 + 0(24,(^2), a">- = 2p*> + ()%,{?). (6.14)

Thus (6.13) becomes

bap — 2q'a0 = b'af! = bap — bafipoo — 2/>Oa|0 — Ipofl | a + 0(26)afl(^2), (6.15)
a a

where a under the stroke indicates the covariant differentiation with respect to x"
and ao/j.

Let us define pal3, qa(s so that

2 Q bafl bafii 2Jpa0 — 1p aft = ®a[l &a0} (6.16)

then the extension and change of curvature of the middle surface So along the direc-
tion of a unit vector y"0] are given by

Papy "oitf?o]» Qotfyfo] yfoj. (6.17)

From (6.15), (6.16), we have in consequence of (4.37), (4.39), (4.48a, b) and (6.8)
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<r (1 + o-)(l — 2 cr)
2qa(l ~ &^bafipir\ ~j~ ~ ~H (1 "I- ^Qa\0

1 — cr 2(1 — a) a

+ (1 + <r)Qp\a + 0 (27)aj3, (6.18)
a

b2qa(j | bafii ^a(3 2P afl ~f~ ~ P«/3* (^ • 1^0

The symbol 0(27)a/j represents the residual terms with the order of magnitude shown
symbolically by

0(27,afl = 0(27)^(p2, Qp,Q\pd, bpt™, qt<*\ Q°d, bQH™, bQd, Qt<2>, Q0^,
JW2\ Xd, X*<2>, qZV). (6.20)

Let us now denote the thickness of the shell or plate in the natural state by 2h.
Then by (6.10), (4.10), (6.1), we have

/•'*(+> dx° rh<-+> r oo oo 2 , oh=J0 7^7n=J0 [l~e + (Wg)^*> (6-21a)

h=f f~'ooM/2 f f1 ~ e°° + 0™s)(i2)]dx°. (6.21b)(g °°)1/2 J -»(_)

By (4.3), these become
00 2 2 2

■fr = ^(+) ~ P ^(+) + 0(29>(^ A(+>, 9^(+)> ?Mc+>), (6.22a)
00 2 2^2

h = A(_) — p A(_j + O(30)(^ #<-), ?M(->)- (6.22b)

Substituting (4.37)-(4.40) for £;0, 5<o, (4.48a, b) for E$] and (6.18), (6.19) for qa», pa»,
aap, bap into (6.22a, b), we have two equations for the determination of h(+) and A(_).
We now solve these equations for A(+) and /}(_>. In deciding what terms to retain ex-
plicitly, we note that, for a thin or plate undergoing small strain, the quantities h,
hi+), /?(_), pan, Q\ X[m] are small. We obtain

cr (1 + cr)(l — 2<r)
hi+) = h —     ar*pT\h -1 ;  Q°h + 0(3i), (6.23a)

1 — cr 2(1 — cr)

cr (1 + cr)(l — 2cr)
A(-) = h  ar*pT\h + —— e0/! +0<32). (6.23b)

1 — cr 2(1 — cr)

The O-symbols represent the residual terms with orders of magnitude shown symboli-
cally by ^ ^   ^

p2h, Q*h, pQh, ph\ Qh\ Xh\ qh\ (6.24)

Hence from (6.23a, b), we have immediately, in the notation of (3.26),

/ tig «(1 + <r)(l — 2<r) \
,(«) = 2 1- - a%+ , -C°)+CW (6.25a)

\ 1 — cr 2(1 — a) /

<*<»>= 0„4), (6.25b)
where

0(33) = 0(33)(p2A", 02/i", pQ/i", 0A"+1, Xhn+1, pAn+1, <zh«+l), (6.26a)

0(34) = 0(34)(i>i"+1) Q/in+1, qh-+l, ph"+0. (6.26b)
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Similarly, substituting (6.23a, b) into (3.27), (3.28), we get

_(»)• = Ph + 0,36), (6.27a)

where
QCnU = eV + 0(36). (6.27b)

0(35) — OJ35) (.Pph", PQh", PXhn+1, Pqhn+1), (6.28a)

0;36) = 0'36)((?pA", Q2h\ QXhn+1, Qqh"+1), (6.28b)

where Pi and Q* defined by (3.28), represent the sum and difference of the components
of the surface loads with respect to the surface So in the strained state.

With (6.18), (6.19), (6.25), (6.27) established, the expression for Taff, L°", Ta0 in
(4.49), (4.50), (4.52) will now be reduced to forms involving pap, qap instead of pap,
qap. The results are as follows:

(i) The membrane stress tensor Taf>,

T»f> = 2A"i*ypr\h + - A^'g^g^* + a^Q>h + 0$>. (6.29)
1 — cr

(ii) The bending moment tensor LaP,

L»f> = ti^aryiWw'Qxs + 2 A^'bytp^h*

+ 6(11 g)«- 4X°01 ~ 2ejx)" b"v}h* + °$>- (6-3°)

(iii) The shearing stress tensor Ta0,

T"<> = 2{A^ybuPPyh3 + AAufW3}\r + Qah
a

+ §(4. HP" + aa*bKyP->)h2 + (a"tPa + aaxP^)q^h2

+(nb~ iX'»+ nb
- 6-Q° - 2q-(2°]a3| 1, + §{(4.Hat + b«)X\0] + X?i]}h3

+ !(a^g.7a? + a«*gTy)X\01h* + 0$). (6.31)

The residual terms in (6.29)-(6.31) are

Ot„ = Ofm(bp2h\ QW, pQh\ XQh\ gPh\ Xph\ Qgh\ bph\ gh\
bQ°h\ Qh\ Xh5), (6.32a)

0&, = 0^7)(p2A, Q2h, Qph, ph\ Q°h3, bQh\ qQh\ Xh\ bqph\ q2ph\ qh>), (6.32b)

0(39, = Ot^iQph, QQh, QXh\ Qqh2, bPph2, qPph2, bPQh2, qPQtf, pqh\

bPqh\ Pq2h\ bPh\ bph\ qh\ b3Q°h\ b2Qh\ Xhb). (6.32c)
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The abbreviations are as follows:

A"x)TX =  {aaa3arX + (1 — ij)aanaf)K j, (6.33a)
1 — <r2

A"!rXS = y* ~ ^ + fa5M<f)X7, (6.33b)
3(1 — <r)

AtfrXS = ias"Atfr - aTyA"i)X - , (6.33c)
2(1 — <j)

A°t£in = a°Ma8r - 2a'*Aa^ - a*sA$y + a^a'"} - (6.33d)

n"o] = (a)~I/2€a?, a = det. (aa/j), «u = e22 = 0, (6.33e)

e12 = _ e21 = i,

H = |aTX6x\, (6.33f)

where J? is the mean curvature of the middle surface So in the unstrained state. All
these quantities are determined by the geometry of the middle surface (in the un-
strained state) of the shell or plate.

With (6.18), (6.19), (6.25), (6.27) established, (5.1), (5.2) can be reduced by direct
substitution to the form involving and qa$ instead of pa9 and qa&. Thus we have
the following three equations of equilibrium in terms of pap and qa$:

- A\i)XbpypT\h - 2A\i)Xqnp„\h + lA"^ (q*\h3)lpy
a

— %AP(i'"XS bpyb\iqTuh3 + A1e™xsq*wq\sbpyh3 + A^™™ qTUq\Sqnh3

2(1 - 2<r)
+ P° + 2X°mh + (Q*h) |T + —  HQ°h

a 1 — (J

1 — 2<r
+   qT\arXQ°h = O(40), (6 . 34)

I — a

2Af(i)^ (pr\h) |p + A\"7X,(b\sQrr^) Ip + |^a)XSa0,r6r7(qxj/i3)|3
a a a

- ^'^(g^gxjhOl/i + %aa*q*yA}i)S(qx6h3)Uj + - aa0(Q°h)^
a a 1 — <T a

+ P« + 2X °0]h + (2 Ha: + K)Q*h

+ (a*xqT\af + 2aaTq*s)Qsh = 0?41>, (6.35)

where

0140, = 0°m(Qph, QQh, QXh2, <2gA2, 6P/i2, gP/i2, 62P°h2, g2P°/i2, g&P°/i2,

6pfi3, bQ°h3, qQ«h\ Qh3, Xh\ qph3, g/i6), (6.36a)

0(4i) = 0?41)(p2h, Qsh, £)ph, &2^2, bqPh2, q2Ph\ ph3, Qh3, Xh3, qph3, qh6). (6.36b)
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The abbreviations Afif*, A[3)""XJ, Aft™™ are given by (6.33a, b, c), while Aft™™ is
given by

1 ((9<r — 4)<r
A#™ = <J- — apya™au - (2 - 7tr)a5*ax"a"

6(1 — <r2) {. 1 — <r

+ 9(1 — <r)a"saT"a^ + (llcr — 2)aT"ax'a!'1'j. (6.37)

All these tensors are determined by the geometry of the unstrained state.
If we were to substitute (6.18), (6.19), (6.25), (6.27) into (5.5a, b), we would im-

mediately obtain three equations of compatibility for paj3, qraj3, with certain terms not
explicitly calculated. However it is wiser to adopt an entirely different method, for
the required equations of compatibility can be obtained in an exact form by a purely
geometrical method.

We first introduce the equations of Codazzi and Gauss for the reference surface
So in the strained state,

b aff \y b ay Iff 0, (6.38a)
Rpafiy ^(bpfibay bpybfioc) t (6.38b)

and the corresponding equations for the middle surface So in the unstrained state,

bafi\y bay\fl = 0, (6.39a)
a a

Rpa0y = 4 (bpfibay bpyb^a"). (6.39b)

Here we recall that

bap\y = bap,y — a*9[ay, p]abffT — aIp[0Y> p]"bar, (6.40a)

b*p\y = bafi.y — aTp[ay, p]abp* — aT'[/3y, p]a6«x, (6.40b)
a

Rpafiy = 2(^7, a/3 ~f" ^a^,py #p/3,<*7

+ arX{ [pT> T]a[aj8, x]a — [pjS, ir]a[«7, X]o}, (6.40c)

Rpa/3y = 2(^PTf«/3 ~1~ &a(3,py &pf3,ay &ay,pp)

+ arX{ [py, x]a[aj3, X]a — [p/S, 7r]a[o:7, X]a|. (6.40d)

Furthermore by definition, we have

a,™ = feTVsaxs, a = (6.41a)

a™ = ie'Vaxj, a = ^e'^axja™, (6.41b)

a* = 5* = §erV5axjaPY, a' = 5' = •§e"Vsax5a)).)., (6.41c)

where 5* is the Kronecker delta. Substitution of a\s from (6.19) into (6.41a, c) gives,
with (6.41b)

a™ = — (2vio)Vio]P\> + aT")> (6.42a)
a

— = 1 + 2vio]v}o]P\sPry + 2plrxa*s, (6.42b)
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by = — {^7 + 2p\yaXr + 277(oj77fo]Px5aPT + 4?;[J]j7P[o]pxaPpY}, (6.42c)
a

where nj^ is given as in (6.33f).
We now multiply (6.38a), (6.38b) respectively by (a/a)nft,], (a/a)nfo]n(tfj, and sub-

stitute aap, bap from (6.19) into the resulting equations. This gives, in consequence
of (6.42a, b, c) and (6.39a, b), the following three equations in pap and qap:

2n*[o] <?a0i7(l + 2i?[o] V[0]Pto,Pxs + 2a™ p^)
a

— n%(2qffT + bf>x){a™ + 2n[r0x] n?o]Px«)(p«M|r + PT u|« — pay |J = 0, (6.43)
a a a

(1 + 2n[J] nfojpxsp,,. + 2a*ypry) {2nP[Jf]n'[o]Ppa|aiS
a

+ n'oi«1oi QpuQaff + 2arfpapK - (4Ha?' - b^)q^}

+ n[0] nft (a™ + 2n *o] nfo] Pxs)(p*P\y + pTx|P — pyP\ t) (p«.\n + Pjs»|« — pap\ J) = 0. (6.44)
a a a a a a

Equations (6.43), (6.44) are the three equations of compatibility for pap and qap; these
are to be associated with the three equations of equilibrium, (6.34), (6.35) for the solu-
tions of plate or shell problems. We note that K is the total curvature of the middle
surface So in the unstrained state, and satisfies

K = Uarybryaubu - b*bTJ. (6.45)

Conclusion. Equations (6.34), (6.35), (6.43), (6.44) are the final forms of six
differential equations in the six unknowns pap and qa$. Here pap and qag, as indicated
in (6.17), represent the extension and change of curvature of So, the middle surface
in the unstrained state. With pa/J and qals known, the macroscopic tensors TTa0,
La' can be calculated from (6.29)-(6.31).

We recall that the tensors aa3 and (l/2)b„p are respectively the first and second
fundamental tensors of the middle surface S0' in the unstrained state; H and K are
the mean and total curvature of So as in (6.33e), (6.45); <r is Poisson's ratio; 2h is
the thickness of the shell or plate in the unstrained state; Pl and Q' represent the sum
and difference of the surface forces on the upper and lower surfaces of the shell or
plate in the strained state as in (5.28); X(m] are the normal derivatives of the body
force on the reference surface S0 in the strained state as in (3.24). All these quantities
may be regard as given. The covariant differentiations are calculated for aap and x".

We also note that the six equations (6.34), (6.35), (6.43), (6.44) are exact, in the
sense that no terms have been omitted, but of course the residual terms, represented
by O-symbols, have not been calculated explicitly. However, it will be shown in Parts
II and III that in all cases of small thickness and small strain, the residual terms are
small compared with those shown explicitly, and it is legitimate to neglect them in a
first approximation.

(To be continued)
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